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Abstract

lit this paper, we present methods for improv-
ing problems in group decision-making anti im-
plement a meeting scheduling system. This sys-
tern automatically schedules mcetings based on
users’ calendars. In the system, agents negotiate
on behalf of the users. The problem is that the
agent must clarify the trade-off between "reach-
lug a consensus’: and "reflecting the users’ pref-
erences." We improve lhe trade-off IW using the
persuasion protocol and by controlling negotia-
tion antong agents by means of the effect.lye char-
acteristic function.

Meeting scheduling system
In our tneeting scheduling systenl(Ito & Shintani 1996),
an agent is assigned to a user. Each I.isor manages a
private cahmdar. To schedule a meeting, agents nego-
tiate using the users’ private calendars. Users input
information on private e~nts into their calendars and
also can attach a weight to an event. This weight is
represented by a nunlerical vMue.

Agent negotiation
At the beginning of negotiation, a host agent inputs
attributes of a meeting and its candidate times into a
circulation board. This board then is circulated among
agents in a designated order. When an invitee agent
receives the circulation board, that agent declart,s his
l)referen(’es as folh)ws: (1) The invit, ee agent cal(’uht.tes
his exp(,cted utility of each candidate time with the
characteristic function by using available information.
(2) The invitee agent inputs his prcfor(’neos into tile
(’irculatitm board. (3) Tire invitoo agent sontls the cir-
culation board to the next agent. Vq(, define tim char-
actaristic function as folh)ws:

V(S1) = ¢(PlS~l) ~ +,.es, ~ (~IL,(I))" 

In equation (1), V(St) denotes the coalition ~"alue 
the coMition St in which IStl and I.I~(l) are the size
of a coalition and the weight of an event, respectively.

Persuasion protocol
To improve the trazle-off, we propose the persuasion
protocol described below. We give the persuasion coef-
ficient p a small vahm. Thereby, the ~"alue of the V(St)
is affected by the weight of an event I.i~ (I) more than
by the size of a coalition [S~]. In this condition, agents
participate in coalitions according to the weight of an
event rather than according to the size of the coali-
tions, hi other words, we can reflect users’ individual
preferences in group decision, because the weight of an
event a.,;sociates with eax~l user’s preference. To facili-
tate reaching a consensus, we increase the vahm of the
l)ersua~ion coefficient p 1)3" degrees. The higher [Sl[
vMuc becomes, the more. it affects the coalition vMue
V(St). The higher the value of the p becomes, the
nlorc agents whose weight of an event is h)w move into
the majority co~dititm. If an agent does not move into
a majority coalition for a candidate time, we can un-
(lerstand that the user who owns the agent does not
strongly prefer the. majority candidate time.

Conclusions
In social decisions, wc must clari~- the traxte-off be-
tween "reaching a consensus" and "reflecting users’
preferences in a social decision." To improve the trade-
off, we have proposed in this paper an effective char-
acteristic function and persuasion protocol. We imple-
mented a meeting s(~eduling system to see how effec-
tively the l)rotocol is used. Our agent negotiation pro-
tocol can facilitate roaching a consensus among agents,
rofle(’t a group’s preference and reflect users’ individual
preferent’l,s.
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